THE QUINDEX
KEY WORDS IN THE QURAN
NEW MILLENNIUM EXPOSITION

Abraham status (maqam) of Abraham 2:125. fulfilled
commandments/ leader of all people/ his progeny as examples,
except the wicked 2:124; 57:26. and family guided/ some believe
and some disbelieve 2:124; 4:52-55, 37:113. better guided/ God's
friend 4:125. raised foundations of System 127, best in belief/
esteemed 2:130-133, not Jewish or Christian/ follow his principles/
make no distinction 2:135-136. patriarchs not Jewish or Christian
2:140, challenged by a disbeliever 2:258, seeks reassurance form
God 2:260. example of a believer 3.33. Taura and Injeel after him
3:65, sincere submitter/ follow him 3:67-68, believe in revelation
sent to him/ make no distinction 3:84. follow his principles 3:95.
status of 3:97. inspired 4:163. questions father's belief 6:74-75.
supported 6:83. with complete conviction 6:161. learn from history
9:70. asks God for his father's protection 9:114. visited by malaika
with good news/ argues for Lot's people but ordered to refrain
11:69-76; 15:51-60; 29:31; 51:24-37. Jacob speaks of 12:6. deen
followed by Joseph 12:38. supplicates for protection 14:35.
exemplary vanguard 16:120. Muhammad and believers to follow
16:123. truthful messenger 19:41. threatened with stoning 19:46.
descendents of 19:58. granted guidance/ challenges idol worship/
proves idol worship useless 21:51-60-69. establishes Deen-Islam
22:26. rejected by his people 22:43. Deen-Islam principles of/
describes people as muslims (submitters to God) 22:78. history of
26:69-91. advocates service to God 29:16. covenant from and other
messengers 33:7. community's religion 37:83. dreams to sacrifice
his son 37:99-111. discerning insight 38:45. deen same as decreed
for everyone 42:13. dispute with his family 43:26-30. fulfilled his
duty 53:37. descendents granted messengership 57:26. sets good
example 60:4. records confirm future life 87:19. See messengers.
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accountability/ believers in accountability act justly 24:2. those who
fudge accountability seek diversions 25:21. messengers examples of
accountability 33:31. good works commemorate God with 2:203.
God protects those who do 2:222. Self earns eminence through
2:286. enrich future 3:30. reward for those who maintain 3:172.
strength of convictions proved by 3:186. let us die as those who have
done good works, believers say 3:193. Joseph says 12:101. leads to
harmony 4:122. 4:157; 22:56. good works/ accountability 4:124.
harmony for only those who do 4:128; 19:60; 19:63. recompensed
4:173. protect 5:9; 11:23; 11:108. compete in 5:48; 23:61. doubts
nullify good works 5:53. those who do good works have nothing to
fear 5:69; 10:63. messengers commanded to do 23:51. praise God
with good works 32:15.
Adam malaika commanded to submit 2:34; 7:11-12; 15:29; 17:61;
18:50; 20:116. creation of/ downfall of/ receives guidance/
redeemed 2:28-39: example 3:33. like Jesus 3:59. sons of 5:27.
creation of/ malaika submitted, except Iblees/ influenced by
egotistic Self/ evicted from the state of harmony 7:11-27; 17:61-65;
18:50-53. faltered from guidance/ attracted by grandeur/ evicted
20:115-123. ego leads astray, temptation 38:71-38:88.
adultery/ Illicit sex (Arabic: zinna). do not commit fornication/
adultery 17:32; 24:2-4; 25:68; 60:12. divorcees/ wives, no sanctions
unless proven infidelity 4:19. do not take secret lovers/ do not
commit excesses (Arabic: safaha: intemperate, lack of restraint, selfindulgent, committing excesses, decadent). 4:24-25; 5:5.
punishment 24:1-20. See accusations, sex.
adultery/fornication: See sex.
aggression, condemned/ response with 2:190-194; 5:87. do not be
provoked 5:2. forbidden 7:33. meet with aggression 8:19; 8:39.
without provocation 42:42. unjustified hostility 7:33. aggressors,
fight them 4:89; 5:11; 5:87; 8:19; 8:39; 42:42; 49:9.
agreements, must be honoured 2:40; 3:76; 4:90; 8:72. peace
treaties not to be violated 9:4-7; 22:29.
alcohol See food & drink.
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allegories allegorical verses 3:7. allegories by God 2:26. spider
29:41. See also animals. of heaven and hell 3:7; 2:24-26; 13:35;
47:15. See 2:17 and corresponding footnote.
analogy description of verses 3:7.
angel (mythical creature in religious folklore) 6:8; 11:12; 12:31;
17:92; 25:7; 2:21. See malaika.
animals as property 3:14. livestock 5:1; 6:136-142; 16:5, 66, 80. all
creatures & birds 6:38. many people like animals 7:179. food for
animals 10:24; 20:54; 22:18, 28, 30, 34; 23:21; 25:44, 49; 26:133;
32:27; 34:14; 35:28; 39:6; 36:6; 36:71; 40:79; 42:11; 43:12; 47:12;
79:33; 80:32. ants: 27:18. apes/ monkeys, pigs 2:65; 5:60; 7:166.
birds: 2:260; 3:49; 5:110; 6:38; 12:36, 41; 16:79; 21:79; 22:31;
24:41; 27:16; 17, 20; 34:10; 38:19; 56:21; 67:19; 105:3. cow/
heifer: 2:67-73; 12:43-46. camel 7:40; 7:73; 7:77; 11:64; 17:59;
26:155; 54:27; 91:13. dog: 5:4; 7:176; 18:8; 18-22. frogs 7:133.
donkey/ mules: 31:19. elephant: 105:1. fish: 5:96; Fly 22:73;
7:163; 68:48. horse: 3:14; 10:68; 8:60; 16:8; 38:31; 59:6; 17:64.
locusts/ lice 7:133. mosquito: 2:26. quails: 2:57; 7:160; 20:80.
ravens: 5:31; 35:27. spider: 29:41. See also allegories. disbelievers
eat and live like animals 47:12.
apostasy see belief, freedom of. 2:217; 3:85; 3:95.
Arabic that you may understand 12:2. laws in 13:37. pure, clear
16:103. revealed in 20:113. clear language 26:195. Arabic or nonArabic 26:198; 41:44. without crookedness 39:28. Quran for
knowledgeable 41:3. to warn prominent community 42:7. that you
may understand 43:3. confirms and warns in 46:12.
Arabs made excuses 9:90. staunch in disbelief 9:97. consider
spending a loss 9:98. others believe in God 9:99. hypocrites among
9:101. in war 9:120. bedouins 33:20. sedentary 48:11,16. muslims
and mu'mins 49:14.
argue (Arabic: jadal) dispute, debate, to argue. jadal often confused
with Hajj but both appear in verse: 2:197. do not on behalf of those
who have wronged 4:107-109. with you 6:25, 121; 7:71; 8:6. to
defend invented traditions 7:71. against truth 8:6. of Noah 11:32.
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Abraham on behalf of Lot's people 11:74. about God 13:13; 31:20.
each self argues on behalf of itself. 16:111. debate (argue) in the
best possible manner 6:125. human argumentative 18:54.
disbelievers argue with falsehood 18:56; 40:4, 5, 35, 56, 69; 42:35.
about God without knowledge 22:3, 8, 68: do not argue with
believers 29:46. about who to worship 43:58. with messenger,
woman 58:1. See also challenge : Arabic: hajj.
bayta, baytina see system
beards see dress code.
beggars begging, destitute 2:177. spend to help the persecuted/
honourable don't beg 2:273. set aside money for destitute 51:19;
70:25. don't speak harshly 93:10. See social welfare.
behaviour in company 33:53. suspicion wrong 49:12. swearing 4:148.
treat each other well 17:53.
belief freedom of 2:256; 4:137; 9:115; 10:99; 11:118; 13:40; 18:29;
109:1-6. See tolerance.
believers a family 49:10. best community advocates good/ forbids
bad 3:110. actions distinguish muslims from other communities
16:92. appointed to establish just laws 45:18. convinced by
profound guidance 7:75. as examples: 3:33; 33:21; 60:4. believe in
accountability 2:62; 2:177; 3:110; 4:59; 4:124; 4:135. actions
distinguish 16:92. higher principles 4:125. treat each other well
17:53. no real conviction unless come to this guidance 4:65. prove/
tested strength of convictions 3:186. steadfast perseverance proves
strength of convictions 3:186. return trust 4:58. those who follow
guidance, victorious 30:47. forced disbelief 16:106. believers,
closest to followers of Jesus 5:82. believers don't ally with
disbelievers 3:28.
blasphemy / apostasy. Foot note to 15:94.
challenge (Arabic: hajj). confront, trial, test. support for 2:76. about
God 2:139. God provides clear challenges 6:149. during specific time
2:197. from transgressors 2:150. competent to take 2:158.
overcome 2:189. to promote Deen-Islam 2:196-197. to Abraham
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2:258. when confronted 3:20. When challenged 3:61. with
knowledge/ without knowledge 3:66. Challenge to uphold the
System 3:97. about God 6:80. Abraham supported 6:83. God
provides absolute 6:149. taken by believers 8:72. great (Hajj-iakbar) 9:3. those who take 9:19. those who faced 9:100. everyone
must take 22:27. confront in the inferno 40:47.
challenge/opposition to God 42:16. will not challenge God 4:165.
about God 3:73. about resurrection, 45:25. See argue.
charity see social welfare
children of Israel averse to guidance 2:83-88. Jesus a messenger to
3:49. self imposed food prohibitions 3:93. God's blessing as long as
they follow His commandments 5:12. killing of one as if killed a
nation 5:32. Jesus proclaimed God's authority 5:72. Jesus protected
from 5:110. truth renders them righteous 7:159. will become
tyrants 17:4. followed the Samarian 20:92-96. Quran settles issues
for 27:76. Jesus confirms Taurah 27:76. if sure of paradise, should
long for death 2:94. just like other people 5:18.
commitments (Arabic: Solaa): 2:3. Shu'aib encourages 11:87. of
Children of Israel 2:43; 5:12-13. of Isaac and Jacob 21:23. of birds
24:42. with witnesses who can be strangers 5:109. with disbelievers
and mushriks 9:4-6. heedless of 107:-7. with disbelievers 4:101106. of Moses and Aaron 10:87. from both ends of day and night
11:114. of God 2:157. of Saul 2:249. committed: Abraham the
steadfast/committed 2:125; 70:22; 55:46; 79:40. fulfilling
commitments/obligations restrains from evil 29:45. Solaa: (Root:
S'L'W) occurrences of derivatives; faSolaa 87:15. faSolee 108:2.
solaa 75:31, 96:10. solaa ta - 46 times. solaa tahu 24:41. solaa
taka 9:103. solaa te 20 times. solaa teka 17:110. solaa tu 62:10.
solaa-tukka 11:87. solee 9:103. solluu 33:56. tuSolee 9:84; 108:2.
yusolee 3:39, 33:43. musollan 70:22, 74:43; 107:4 and 2:125.
solaa-tuhum 8:35. yuSilla 4:90, 6:136, 11:70, 11:81, 13:21, 8:35.
yuSolaa 2:27, 13:21, 13:25.* solaa-waatun 22:40. solaa tehim
6:92, 23:2, 70:23, 70:34, 107:5. solaa-waatee 9:99, 2:238, 23:9.
yuSollu 33:56, 4:10
community, society (honourable) righteous advocate good and
forbid evil, 3:104, 110, 114; 7:157; 9:71; 9:112; 22:41; 31:17.
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conjecture scripture known through 2:78. killing of Jesus 4:157.
setting up authorities to rank God 6:148. followed, no substitute for
truth 10:36, people follow nothing of substance 10:66. without sure
knowledge 45:24, truth claimed as speculation 45:32. personal
desire followed 53:23. followed without knowledge 53:28.
consensus Government/affairs by consultation 3:159; 42:38. Family
decided matters by consensus 2:233. Divorce by consultation 2:233.
lead by 3:159. spoils of war 8:1. queen of Sheba consults 27:32.
conservation 5:3-5; 5:94-103.
contract loan or non monetary transactions 2:282. between God and
mankind 9:111. See covenant.
contrition not accepted 4:17-18; 16:84; 30-57; 40:52; 41:34; 45:35;
9:66, 94; 66:7; 77:36; 75:15. cannot help 40:84-85. not accepted
from Firawn 10:90-92.
covenant with messengers 33:7, 3:81. with Moses 2:63. with
Israel, desecrated 2:83-85; 5:12; 5:20; 20:80. broken by most people
2:100. humiliation for those who break 3:112. keep and enter gate
in submission 4:154. of nasara 5:14. those who break are real
transgressors 9:10. not valid when violated 9:12; 13:25. not broken
by believers 13:20. do not violate 16:91. with mankind 7:172.
pledge to uphold Quran is pledge to God 48:10. oaths violated 9:12.
See: contract.
covet you shall not, each others' worth 4:32; 15:88; 20:131; 28:82.
creation of life. human beings created by God 30:40; 50:16; 55:3;
96:1-2. created to serve God 51:56. from semen 22:5. from tiny
drop and becomes ardent enemy 35:11; 36:77. from ejected semen
to an embryo 75:38. from viscous liquid then evolved 76:2. from tiny
drop 80:18-19. from lowly liquid 77:20. from ejected liquid 86:6.
from a small drop 16:4; 18:37. from a viscous liquid 76:2. evolution:
from clay 6:2; 7:89; 15:26-28; 23:12; 30:20, 32:7; 35:11; 38:71, 76;
55:14. from water 24:45; 25:54. dead evolve 3:169. death to evolve
in status 3:185. from single entity 4:1. evolved and shaped 7:11-12.
evolve and distinguish through good works 11:7. evolved and
directed 32:9. evolve from one creation to another 84:19. creation:
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in stages 71:14. created and established 76:28. created, developed
and perfected 82:7. in best design 40:64; 95:4. initiated weak 30:54.
from one entity 4:1; 39:6; 49:13. as male and female 92:3. as
companions 78:8. from nothing 19:67. from earth, and returned to
earth 20:55. resurrection same as the creation and resurrection of
one 31:28. hidden elements from an inferno by God, if you could
believe 56:57. See footnote to verse 36:83.
creation the heavens and the earth, plants and things unknown to
man and everything he makes 37:96. of heavens and earth 50:38.
everything in pairs 51:49; 53:45; 2:29; 6:1, 73, 101, 102; 7:54, 185;
9:36; 10:3, 6; 11:7; 13:2, 16; 14:19, 32; 15:85; 16:3, 5, 8, 48, 81;
17:99; 20:4. not for amusement 21:16; 30:8; 44:38; 45:22; 46:3;
64:3. sun and moon in orbit 21:33; 22:73; 23:17, 91. everything
from water 24:45. everything in exact measure 23:18; 43:11; 54:49;
77:23. precise orbits 81:15-16. without visible pillars 31:10, 25;
32:4; 36:71, 81; 37:11; 38:27; 39:5, 38, 62; 40:62; 41:9. do not
worship the sun or the moon 41:37; 43:9; 46:33; 57:4; 59:24; 65:12;
67:3, 14; 71:15.
crime & punishment see justice and truth.
dead no return for dead communities 21:95. 36:31, 50. dead ask to
return 23:99-100.
death die not except as submitters 2:132-133. everyone dies 3:185.
repentance useless 4:18. like sleep 6:60-61. transgressors at time of
6:93. and life for God 6:162. transgressors plea 23:99.
debt help debtors 2:285; 9:60. discharge before calculating
inheritance in a will 4:11, 12.
deen social order: Firawn's 40:26. Firawn's wife embraces 66:11.
rival to God's 6:64. they fight to revert you to theirs 2:218. God
ordains that you leave your system/ exposed as reluctant believers
8:5; 8:47; 9:29. God's System: God wishes to purify from the
impurities of your system 33:33. whose better than God's 2:138. no
change in God's 6:34; 17:77; 33:62; 35:43. 48:23. fight to live
according to God's 2:193; 8:39. security guaranteed for those who
enter it/ duty to take the challenge to uphold it 3:97. Deen-Islam
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none other accepted by God 3:85. of truth 9:33. perfect 9:36; 30:43.
tested before joining 2:214. take the challenge of 2:158. those who
take the challenge, rewarded 4:100. promote the living 2:196.
inimitable 3:96. that harmonises 3:102. 12 months in God's 9:36.
follow the original 22:29; 22:33. God's since early generations
33:38. dedicate your Self to 33:46. to prevail all 48:23; 61:09.
Messengers accept God's system as their own: anyone who enters,
saved/ Noah 71:28. purpose of life in/ Abraham and Ismail to
purify/ Abraham raised the foundations 2:125. Abraham to
establish 22:26.
Deen-Islam approved by God 3:19; 3:83-85. fight those who attack
your 9:11-15. resist those who oppose it 9:29. to prevail over other
systems 9:33. study in times of war 9:122. 48:28; 61:9. devote
yourself to 10:105. perfect social order 12:40; 30:31. do not divide
6:159; 30:32. same as given to previous messengers 42:13. orphans
share 33:5-6. care for those who take the challenge 33:6. no
hardship in 22:78. established to replace turmoil with peace and
fear with security 24:55. perfect balanced Social Order 12:40; 30:30,
43. fabric of life 39:3. live according to 39:2; 98:5. same as
previously revealed to Abraham, Moses, Jesus 12:38; 22:26-35;
42:13. signs of those who reject it 107:1. in triumph multitudes
embrace it 110:2. innovation changes 42:21; 57:16. prevails over
other systems 48:28; 57:16. are you informing God/ no favour by
embracing 49:16-17. those who reject 107:1. no compulsion 2:256;
4:137; 63:3. in harmony only with His System 39:14. system that
prevails 61:9.
destiny (Arabic: taqdir). records, not a leaf falls 6:69. everything
recorded 57:22. 34:54; 97:1.
disbelievers passive 2:109. Disbelieve after believing 2:209; 3:82,
86, 90, 100, 106; 4:115; 5:12. Jesus' companions 5:115. Shu'aib's
people 7:89. deriding this message 9:66, 74. violating God's
covenant 13:25. Those forced into disbelief 16:106. Ego leads to
disbelief 25:29; 47:25. Aad community of 7:65, 74; 9:70; 11:50, 59,
60; 14:9; 22:42; 25:38; 26:123; 29:38; 38:12; 46:21; 50:13; 51:41;
53:50; 54:18; 69:4, 6; 89:6. disbelievers think they are believers
12:106; 13:16; 23:84-90; 29:61-63; 31:25-26; 39:39; 43:87; 29:61;
liars 23:84-90; 39:38; profess to believe but really rejecters 10:34;
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13:16; 23:87; 23:87, 89; 29:61; 29:63; 31:25; 39:38; 43:87; 13:16;
23:87; 23:89; 29:61; 29:63; 31:25; 39:38; 43:87. See also 12:106;
25:30 & 33:73. fabricate doctrines 16:105. misled by leaders
7:38:39. none but the wicked suffer 92:15. wickedness on their
faces almost attack believers 22:72. can never win 3:111. achieve
certainty too late 32:12. shields develop around their minds when
reminded 18:57. hypocrites exposed by the way they talk 47:30.
disbelievers eat and live like animals 47:12. See mushrik.
divorce laws 2:226-245; 4:20,21. custody of children 2:233.
marrying adopted son's ex-wife 33:37-39. before consumption
33:49. interim 65:1-12. divorce to gain a better wife 66:5.
dowry see marriage/mahr
dress code clean and well 7:31. modestly 24:31, 60; 33:55, 59; 35:33.
clothing: best garment 7:26; dress well 7:31. Noah's preaching/
people covered themselves in clothes. 71:7. beards 20:94.
drifter see footnote to verse 15:42. non-drifters 3:146-150.
education in times of war 9:122; 18:109; 31:27; 68:1. the first and
foremost command 96:1-5
ego, egotistic Self: opinion is no substitute for the truth and as
mentioned many times in the Quran, leads people astray. See verses
5:77; 6:56; 7:176; 10:36; 16:116; 20:16; 28:50; 30:29; 34:53; 47:14;
49:2; 54:3 and 31:20. fear, devil's tool 3:175. See Self, the.
enemies, how to treat. See tolerance.
equality, equity 10:109; 33:35. equitable dealings, see justice and
truth
eviction of people from their homes 3:195; 9:13; 14:13. unjust 22:3640. Lot 26:167; threat of, by Solomon 27:37. help for 59:8. by your
enemies 60:9; forbidden for divorcees 65:1.
evil (displacement of order) footnotes 2:30; 7:201; 10:109; 65:11.
See 29:45; 3:104.
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evolution humans successors to previous creations 2:30; 6:2; 15:26,
28, 33; 17:61. embryo 23:12-16. mankind 32:7; 37:11; 38:71, 76;
55:14. of the universe 21:30; 41:11. spark of life and beginning of
36:82.
exemplary people see believers.
fair trade see justice and truth, riba.
family parents honour 2:83; 17:23; 29:8; 31:14; 46:15. make a will
2:18. commemorate 2:200. spend for 2:215. care for 4:1. honour
treat with kindness 6:151. example to follow: Joseph raises the
status of his parents 12:99-100. parents' responsibility 20:132.
supplication for parents/mother 46:15. parents together with
children in heaven 13:23. parents wrongly followed, gross offences
blamed on parents and God 7:28; 7:713. so not ally with parents/
siblings if they reject 9:23-24; 58:22. religious traditions invented
by parents 7:70-71. following parents blindly a tragedy 10:28;
14:10; 34:43; 11:109; 31:21; 37:167. parents followed old customs
and children continued in their footsteps/ rejected whatever the
messenger brought 42:25. innovations by parents 12:40. adoption:
keep orphan's names connected with their real parents 33:4-5.
orphans 2:83; 2:220; 4:2-6; 4:10; 4:127; 6:152; 17:34; 93:6; 107:2.
children do not kill 6:151; 17:31; 60:12. Gynocide (female
infanticide) 16:58, 59; 17:31; 81:8, 9. inheritance 4:11, 12, 176.
love among spouses 30:12. Luqman's advice to son 31:13.
pregnancy 2:228; 3:6; 13:8; 22:5; 31:34. private time 24:58, 59.
relatives care inheritance for 2:83, 177, 180; 4:7, 8, 33, 36; 8:41;
16:90; 17:26; 24:22; 30:38; 42:23. war spoils for 59:7. protection
for 9:113. teach 26:214. cannot help 35:18. together in heaven
52:21. Girls: birth considered miserable news 16:8. See murder.
fitna see insurrection
food & drink remember God's name before eating 6:118-119;
6:138. do not eat without first pronouncing God's name 6:121.
nothing wrong to eat in groups or individuals 24:61. manners when
invited for a meal 33:53. no blame to eat from friends' and relatives'
homes 24:61. Eat and drink moderately, gluttony forbidden 5:93;
7:31. do not waste 6:141. God's provisions livestock lawful 22:30.
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hunted game 5:1, 2, 94, 95, 96. Sea food: 5:96; 16:14; 35:12. water
game: 2:168; 6:141-149; 16:66-69. livestock: 20:54, 81; 22:28;
23:51. Water 15:22. milk 16:66; 23:21. honey 16:69; 47:15.
sacrificial meat 22:36-37. eat all that is lawful and good 2:168170; 2:172; 16:114. intoxicants: harm and benefits 2:219. do not
carry out obligations while inebriated 4:43. do not abuse intoxicants
5:90-91. wine a sign of prosperity 12:49. making wine 12:36. wine
butler 12:41. intoxicating drinks in heaven 47:15. soft and strong
16:67. restricted and forbidden: 2:172; 2:173; 3:93; 5:1-5; 5:93-96;
6:121; 6:145; 16:115-116; 22:30. prohibitions do not lawful things
5:87; 6:150; 10:59. who has prohibited beautiful things 7:32. Mohd.
cannot prohibit lawful things. 66:1. Decrees for Children of Israel
3:93; 4:160; 6:146; 16:118. do not prohibit good things 5:87. All
innovated prohibitions condemned 5:87; 6:143-144; 6:116; 6:144;
10:36; 10:59. innovations condemned 6:138-144. opinion no
substitute for truth 10:36. laws followed not decreed by God 42:21.
disbelievers eat and live like animals 47:12.
forgive Pardoner and Protector: (Arabic: afuwwun-ghafur). 2:52,
2:58; 4:43; 22:60; 58:2.
freedom of choice: 2:33-34; 16:9,93; 18:29; 24:41; 32:13; 33:72;
41:11,40; 42:8; 73:19; 74:37, 55; 76:3, 29; 78:39; 80:12; 81:28.
friends try to save 6:71. messenger 7:184. rejected 25:28. fairweather 29:10. maintained for social acceptance 29:25. enemy may
become 41:34. become enemies 43:67. go against God 58:14.
oppose God 58:22, 60:13. God's enemies, do not befriend 60:1.
unbelievers not forbidden as 60:8-9. See tolernace.
Gabriel (Ruh-il-Qudus) 2:97. opposition forbidden 2:98, 26:193.
against wrong 66:4. See malaika & ruh.
gambling games of chance 5:90-91.
gentile do not know scripture 2:78. not honest with 3:75. messenger
unloads burdens 7:157-7:158. community sent a messenger 62:2.
God greatness of God (Arabic: Allahi-akbar) 9:72; 29:45. Status of
God/reverence it 55:46; 79:40. Absolute attributes 112:1-4. words
limitless: 18:109; 31:27. turning to, eliminates troubles 22:15.
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physical God, demanded 2:55. exalt God by service 20:33. God's
name to be invoked: before reading the Quran 16:98. before eating
16:118-119. when planning anything for the future 18:23-24. when
preparing to slaughter a sacrificial animal 22:36. God's blueprint
22:15. contract with God 9:111. do not cite examples for God 16:74.
cannot wrong God 7:160. Pardoner and Protector: (Arabic:
afuwwun-ghafur). 2:52, 2:58; 4:43; 22:60; 58:2. alone 7:70; 39:45;
40:12, 84; 60:4. if more than one 17:42. closer than jugular vein
50:16. loan to 2:245, 57:11, 18; 64:17. no consort 6:101; 72:3. no
son 23:91; 2:116; 10:68. warning 18:4. those called sons are only
honoured servants 21:26; 43:81. no son and no partners 18:4;
19:88; 21:26; 23:91; 25:2; 112:3. Ezra/ Jesus 9:30. light: 9:32;
24:35. God -the best of planers 8:30. God's commitments 2:157.
example of consistent source opposed to conflicting authorities
39:29. God's way method, practice, modus operandi. (Arabic:
sunnatullah) 17:77; 33:38; 33:62; 35:43; 40:85; 48:23. a mockery
towards 8:35. upholding religion instead of 9:31. never errs or
forgets 20:52. twelve months 9:36. dedicate yourself to 34:46.
Mohd. commanded to serve 39:11. serve in 40:14. other gods/ two
authorities 16:51. other authorities attempt to usurp God's
authority 17:42. chaos 21:22. no son or other gods/ otherwise they
would compete 23:91. pardoner/ protector if leaders were gods,
would they suffer in hell? 21:99; 23:91. own ego as authority
instead of God 7:30; 16:100; 26:92-104. needs not to be fed 51:57;
in no need 60:6; 64:6. authorities other than God, setting up 3:64,
151, 186; 4:36, 48, 116; 5:72, 82; 6:22-25, 88, 107, 148, 151; 7:173;
10:28; 13:36; 16:35, 86; 18:38, 42, 110; 19:81; 22:26, 31; 29:8; 31:13,
15; 36:75; 39:40, 65; 40:12, 42; 46:5; 60:12. trinity a lie 4:171-172;
5:73; 19:35. See treason, Self, Ego.
government see consensus.
greeting peace be upon you (Arabic: salamun alaikum): offer better
or same 4:86. A greeting decreed by God 6:54; 10:10; 13:24; 14:23;
19:47; do not enter without 24:27; 24:61; 25:75; 28:55; 33:44;
39:73; 43:89; 51:25. condemnation for those who do not greet with
God's decreed greetings of peace 58:8.
hadith (narration, discourse, message). 4:42; 4:78, whose hadith
more truthful? 4:87, 4:140, 6:68, 7:185, 12:6,12:21, 12:101, 12:111,
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18:6, 20:9, 23:44, 31:6, 33:53, 34:19, 39:23, 43;43; 45:6, 51:24,
52:34, 53:59, 56:81, 66:3, 68:37; 68:44, 77:50, 79:15, 85:17, 88:1.
See also verses 6:112-116; 25:30-31; 69:44-47 & verses 33:62.
disbelievers try to prevent and frustrate message 48:25. false
doctrines 40:75; 60:2. abandoned by false authorities 40:74. Quran:
the best 39:23. who's more truthful 4:87. Quran, no falsehood in
past or future 41:42. guidance good 12:6. God's consistent source
opposed to conflicting sources 39:29. let them produce one like this
52:34. are you questioning this 53:59. are you rejecting this 56:81.
messenger's declaration 69:44. they hardly understand 4:78.
messenger tormented at rejection of this 18:6. profane 31:6. not
fabricated 12:111. false doctrines rejoiced 40:75. cannot hide 4:42.
no other books given 34:44. doctrines fabricated 16:105. another
book to provide better guidance? 28:49. show your book if truthful
37:157. has God given another book with mandate 43:21. have you
another book to uphold? 68:37. listen to better 4:140; 6:68. which
do they believe 7:185. do you have another book 68:37-44. in which
do you believe 45:6. which other do you uphold 77:50. rejecters of
this 68:37-44. overwhelming 88:1. Abraham's history 51:24. of the
troops 85:17. Joseph interprets events 12:21, 12:101. of Moses
20:9, 79:15. history 23:44. made history 34:19. Messenger don't
overstay for 33:53. wife trusted with 66:3. other books evil people
substitute other commands 7:162. denial that they (the
disbelievers) followed any other than God's guidance 6:22. opinions
do not follow opinions 5:77; 6:150. messenger not to follow
opinions 6:56. food, people misled by opinions 6:119. do not pursue
opinions and fall from grace 7:176; 20:16. opinion no substitute for
the truth 10:36. don't invent rules according to your own opinions
16:116. those who follow opinions fail to respond 28:50.
transgressors follow own opinions 30:29. rejecters follow
conjecture and opinions 34:53. David not to follow own opinion
38:26. enlightened people not same as those who follow own
opinion 47:14; 47:16. do not elevate opinions above guidance 49:2.
disbelievers hold on to own opinions 54:3. some argue without
knowledge 31:20. other hadith: people wish to put out God's light
with fabricated words 61:8. God's word maliciously distorted 2:75.
try to imitate this scripture 3:78. other commands substituted
instead of decrees given 7:162; 4:42. remind with this guidance
6:70. why would God punish if you followed guidance 4:147.
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commandments distorted 2:59. follow guidance alone 39:16. God's
guidance is sufficient 3:173. evil people interfere with revelation/
God establishes His guidance 22:52-55. Muhammad teach what is
revealed 43:43. checked to ensure messengers deliver without error
and in full 72:27-28. See God's way: sunnatullah, laws.
hajj/ hajj-i-akbar. See challenge.
hermitism forbidden 57:27. mystic 52:29.
homosexuality see sex
house (Arabic: buyut, buyutan). don't go through back door of homes
(proverbial saying) i.e. keep matters above board 2:189. permissible
to enter uninhabited homes 24:29. See system.
human rights/equality equality of male and female 3:195; 4:25;
4:124; 16:97; 33:35. differences in people for recognition/ only the
righteous are the best 49:13. best garments are those of
righteousness 7:26. purpose 3:191; 21:16; 67:2 & footnotes to
7:201; 16:106.
hygiene, personal ablution/ cleanliness 4:43; 5:6; 7:31. See sex.
hypocrites (Arabic: munafiq). 8-27, 4:142, 145; 8;49; 33:1, 12, 24.
don't give in to them 33:48; 33:60; 57:13. plagued with hypocrisy
59:11. do not befriend 3:118. exposed 3:167; 9:94; 29:11; 9:64.
endorse unjust laws 4:60. avoid believers 4:62. enlighten/ ignore
/give them good advice 4:58. divide and dispute others 4:88.
condemned/ same side as disbelievers 4:138-139. wicked/ men
and women for each other 9:68; 33:73; 48:6. be stern with them
66:9. think they are believers 12:106; 13:16; 23:84-90; 29:61-62;
31:25-26; 39:39; 43:87; 29:61; liars 23:84-90; 39:38. exposed by the
way they talk 47:30.
Iblees the egotistic Self: see Self, the.
infanticide see murder
inheritance see will.
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insurrection (Arabic: fitna): violent uprising, rebellion, oppression.
persecution/ rebellion worse than murder 2:190-191; 2:193; 2:217.
fight to eliminate. See 2:193; 8:39; 85:10. 4:75-76; 8:39; 27:11.
economic oppression: see riba. Children of Israel persecuting others
2:83-91. See war.
intelligent message for 2:179, 197. take heed 269; 3:7. signs for
those who possess 190. fulfil their duty to God and succeed 5:100.
lessons for the 12:111; 13:19; 14:52; 38:29. a reminder for the
38:43; 39:9, 18. those who possess, reflect 39:21. history a reminder
for 40:54; 65:10.
intercession see shafeeh.
intoxicants see food and drink.
jadal see argue.
Jesus example like Adam, birth of 19:22-36. 3:59. a messenger/
servant of God/ trinity a lie 4:171-172; 5:73; 19:35. a blasphemy 8892. not crucified 4:157-162. in high esteem/ close to God 3:45.
death of/ cleared of rejecters 3:55. confirms previous scripture 5:46.
teaches serve God 5:72. Favours upon/ followers demanded a feast
5:110-115. not God/ neither his mother 5:116-120. not son of God
9:30. Mary returns to family with 19:27-34. and mother a sign for
all the world 21:91. confirms a messenger after him 61:6.
jihad strive, struggle. 2:218; 3:142; 4:95; 5:35; 5:54; 8:72; 8:74-75;
9:16; 9:20; 9:24; 9:41; 9:73; 9:81; 9:86; 9:88; 16:110; 22:78; strive
with this guidance (Quran) 25:52; 29:69; 31:15; striving a test to
expose true values 47:31; strive with your money and lives 49:15;
strive in God's cause 60:1.
jinn cannot produce a Quran like this 17:88. Iblees (shaitan) became
an invisible aspect 18:50. companions 41:25. hear the Quran 46:29.
created to serve God 51:56. you were (jinn) concealed in your
mother's womb 53:32.
Joseph dream 12:3-8. plans to rid of 12:9-18. rescued 12:19.
attempted seduction by Governor's wife 12:23-35. in prison 12:3642. master's dream 12:43-53. attains great prominence 12:54-67.
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meets his brothers/ accusations of theft 12:68-80. father receives
bad news 12:81-87. return to Misr 12:88-93. receives good news
12:94-98. reunited with family. See messengers.
justice and truth don't bear false witness 25:72. accusation without
proof 4:112. accusing married women/ rumours 24:4-6. 23; 24:1120. news from dubious source 49:6. avoid suspicion/ spying/
backbiting/ gossiping 49:12; 104:1. suspicions: news investigate
49:6. rumours, do not repeat unless verified. 4:83; 24:11-17. bribery
prohibited, 2:188. crime and punishment: Joseph story/ innocent/
imprisoned, 12:25, 32, 12:33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42. Firawn threatens
imprisonment 26:29. indecent acts 4:15. adultery 24:2-4.
equivalence decreed 2:178-179. don't consume others' property
illicitly 4:29-30. Properties/ transactions 4:29. 6:151. record
transactions/ choose credible witnesses/ protect officials &
witnesses/ don't withhold testimony 2:282-4. be fair at all times 5:8,
32:32-35; 17:33. rights forbidden to deprive others of their 2:188.
murder of children 6:140, 151; 7:127, 141; 17:31; 40:25. duped by
priests to kill children 6:137. promise not to kill 60:12. for which
crime are baby girls killed 81:8-9. murder unjust killing prohibited
17:33; 25:68. No believer kills another believer except by mistake
4:92. of mu'min, most serious 4:93. one person same as killing all
mankind 5:92. sons of Adam 5:27-32. oaths: don't accept
discredited person's oath 68:10. casual, prohibited 2:224, 225; 5:89.
false 5:53 solemn to believe 6:109. violation of 9:12. deluded
regarding resurrection 16:38. do not violate/ example of false/
abused 6:91-94. solemn oat to God 24:53; 35:42. to repel others
58:16; 63:2. laws governing 66:2. orphan's rights/ money/
property/ rights: see orphan's rights. retaliation Be just 2:178, 179.
action against aggressors 2:190-195. teach lesson to those who
violate agreements 8:56-59. Be sure before you strike 4:94. 17:33.
Taurah decrees 5:45. high treason, corruption, persistent criminals
5:33. Firawn threatens crucifixion 20:71, 36:49. theft punishment
5:38-40. Joseph's brother 12:70-80. wages pay on time 6:141.
weights & measures Shu'aib 7:85; 11:84, 85; 17:35; 26:181. unjust
demand full but give less measure 83:2, 3. Joseph's generosity
12:59, 60, 63, 65, 88. transactions record all 2:282, 283.
khalifa see successor.
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language profanities/ swearing. See tolerance.
laws don't seek other than God's law in His book fully detailed 6:114.
illegitimate powers, create laws and decrees unauthorised by God
4:60; 42:21. are you informing God? 49:16. God's laws better 5:50.
disbelievers fabricate doctrines 16:105. don't invent laws/ fabricate
doctrines 16:116. lawmakers for disbelievers 2:257. disbelievers
support false doctrines 4:51. support unjust laws 4:60. obey those
who govern 4:59. evil people substitute other laws for God's law
7:162. don't concede to other laws 13:37. God's laws to not change
13:39. false prohibitions of food 3:94.
leaders rabbis 5:44. rabbis to forbid criminals 5:63. as authorities to
rank with God 9:31. earn illicitly 9: 34.
life the meaning of: 67:2; 51:56. twice, 2:28. importance of life and
accountability 23:115. disbelievers looking for second chance 40:11.
created with intense potential 76:2. realise potential 90:4. result of
good deeds 15:24. mankind's fall in status and means to redemption
2:36. every person, first a duty to your own Self 5:105. development
with adversity/ hardship 94:3-8. only those distinguished deserve a
state of harmony 3:142. the testing path 90:10-20. evolve from form
to another 23:14; 84:19. weak Self struggles 32:12. world a matrix
for development 21:111. underdeveloped Self will suffer 101:8.
good works strengthen the Self 30:44. tests of adversity to develop
Self 6:42. lifespan/ time to develop Self 6:128. Self departs
undeveloped 9:85. people exalt themselves/ God exalts you 4:92.
mature Self progresses/ weak Self struggles 23:102-103. everyone
will judge what regressed/progresses them 75:14. all good sent
ahead/ loan to God 73:20. law of attraction 2:213. those who fail to
see the good 17:71-72. opportunities wasted 46:20. esteem raised
4:49. every self tastes death to evolve 3:185. everything according
to God's ordinance 6:59. consequences of actions. 8:51. guidance to
evaluate people 4:105. paradise you create 7:43. reward according
to good deeds 6:132. Self weaken when not following guidance 7:9.
those whose Self matures achieve harmony peace 23:102. good or
bad, results by what you advance 15:23-25. good works strengthen
Self 30:44. heaven a right of those whose work has conformed
19:87. hell, consequences of what you have earned 39:24. Self
elevated by good works 35:15. reward by endeavour 20:15; 6:132.
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virtue of deeds 26:89. reward for good work 39:10. paradise created
by good works 7:43. paradise a right of those who follow God's laws
19:87. each Self paid for what it earned 14:51. only free will deeds
progress 23:89. God never fails to recompense the righteous 12:5657. everyone paid without the lease injustice/ attain ranks
according to their deeds 46:9. people devalue their Self by their
deeds 10:100. deeds righteous already honoured/ heaven their
right 21:28. Self benefits only from own works 6:164. Self tested
according to resources and opportunities 6:165. actions distinguish
muslims form other communities 16:92. paradise created by own
works 7:43. fulfilling obligations restrains 29:45. elevate/ praise
God by good work 32:15. self-discipline instils an awareness of duty
17:59. only free will deeds progress 23:89. human being vulnerable
4:28. implores when in pain 10:12; 39:8. status exalted 17:79.
experiences prosperity and restrictions 11:9. what does human
being desire? 53:24. unappreciative/ prays for what may hurt 14:34;
17:11; 17:67; 21:37; 22:66; 41:51-52; 42:48; 43:15; 80:17; 82:6;
89:15-16; 100:6. prosperity makes him heedless/ adversity
despondent 17:83. possessive 17:100. argumentative 18:54.
freedom abused 33:72. restless 70:19. heavens more wonderful
than human being 40:57. in total loss, except those guided 103:2.
death, why nobody knows when 20:15. conscience: infused in man
7:172; 5:7. unchanging system of creation 30:30. final hour, the
end- only God knows/ Mohd. not in control 7:187. how long people
live 10:45, 49; 12:107; 16:61, 77. See natural world: universe, the
end, Self. Hell, everyone will see it 19:71.
magic marriage break up 2:102 .
malaika follow decrees 2:30. submit before Adam 2:31; 7:11; 11:12;
15:18; 17:01; 18:50; 20:116; 38:71. energies around you 13:11. Harut
& Marut 2:102. condemn disbelievers 2:161. to be managed/
harnessed/ controlled 2:177. descend with God 2:110. bring news to
Zacharia 3:39. bring news to Mary 3:42-45. not to be idolised 3:80.
intense energies 3:124. terminate life 4:97. serve God without disdain
4:172. as men 6:9. messengers not like 6:50; 11:31. to Abraham
11:69-76; 15:51; 29:31. to Lot 11:77-83. not God's daughters 17:40;
43:17. fulfil commitments along with God to the messenger 33:56.
perform many tasks 35:1. not females 37:150. perform specific
functions 37:164. praise God when final judgment proclaimed 39:75.
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servants/ not to be worshiped/ claim are females 43:19. 43:19-20.
given female names 53:27. present records 78:38. carries out God's
decree 97:4. See Gabriel & Ruh.
marriage (Arabic: nikka) a solemn pledge (contract Arabic: meesaq)
4:21. roles of men and women 4:34; 7:189. of orphans, 4:2-6.
marriage 2:221; 4:3; 4:22-28; 5:5; 24:33. permitted marriages to
adopted son's ex wife 33:37. to female prisoners of war/ other
women 33:50. to female refugees/ asylum seekers 4.24; 60:10-11.
mahr 2:236; 2:237; 4:24-25; 33:50; 60:10-11. Other marriage/
divorce/ arbitration: with mushriks 2:221-238; 2:40-42; 4:4, 19-28;
4:35. polygamy marriage to two sisters forbidden 4:23; polygamy
discouraged 4:129. Any additional marriage to the detriment of the
preceding one discouraged/ terminate unhappy marriage 4:129.
forbidden marriages: polyandry forbidden 4:24. other forbidden
marriages 4:22-24. incest forbidden 4:23. to those who follow the
guidance brought by previous messengers 5:5. of adulteress/
adulterer 24:3. encouraged 24:3; 24:32-34. marriage of Moses
28:27. 42. disbelieving spouses Lot's wife 7:83; 15:60; 26:171.
Firawn 28:9; 66:11. Lot & Noah's wives 66:10-11. enemies wives
4:24; 60:10. help others in 24:32. black magic 2:102. family 16:72;
40:8. estrangement 33:4. divorce 4:130; 65:1-12; divorce before
consummating 33:49-52. widows/ divorcees/ divorce 2:226-245.
childless marriage/ adoption 28:9. 33:5.
martyrdom see war.
Mary, mother of Jesus: birth of Mary 3:35-37. above all women/
news of a child 3:42-48; 19:16-21. fabrications 4:156. birth of Jesus
19:22-26. returns to her family 19:27-34. See Jesus.
Mecca during hostilities, God's help in 48:24.
messengers righteous people 6:85-88. Given same message/ deen
4:163; 43:13. never convey other than God's message 21:27-29.
Bearers of good news and warners 6:48. no distinction 2:135-136,
285; 3:84; 4:150-52. those who make a distinction are disbelievers
4:150-152. status, 2:253. ranks 3:163; 6:83. Some descendents
wicked 2:124; 57:26. obey messengers: Hud 26:126; 26:108;
26:131; Jesus 43:64; Noah 26:108; 26:110. Lot 26:163; Saleh
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26:144, 26:150. Shu'aib 26:176. messengers killed 3:21, 112, 183.
Jesus 4:157. CoE 5:70. Moses' companion kills a boy 18:74. Moses
protected from being killed 40:28. all given same message 4:163;
43:13; 46:9. Adam 2:31-37; 3:33; 3:59; 5:27; 7:11-35; 7:172; 17:61;
17:70; 18:50; 19:58; 20:115-121; 36;60. David given Zabur 17:55.
knowledgeable, wise 21:79-82. judgement between two brothers
38:17-29. Job: in adversity implores God 21:83-84; 38:41-44. Jesus
2:87; 2:136; 2:252; 3:45-49, 52, 55, 59; 4:157-159, 163, 171-172;
5:17, 75, 110, 116; 9:30, 31; 10:68; 19:22, 30-34; 21:91; 23:30; 33:7;
43:61; 43:65; 61:6, 14.
John 3:39; 19:7-15; 21:89-90. Jonah
community rewarded 10:98. Rebelled and escaped on ship 37:139148. Do not be like Jonah when he dissented 68:48-50. Abandoned
his mission 21:87-88. Lot admonishes 7:80-84. embarrassed
11:69-85. 54:33-40. 15:57-77; 21:74-77; 26:160-175; 27:54-58;
29:25-30; 37:133-138; 54:34. Luqman 31:12. advises son 31:13.
Noah 7:59; 7:69. unbelieving wife 66;10. lessons 9:70. 10:71; 11:26.
argument/ builds boat 11:25-49. implores for son 11:42-49. 23:23;
26:105-122; 29:14; 27:75; 54:9; 71:1-28. Saul 2:246-252. Shu'aib
trading standards/ threat to evict/ earthquake 7:85-93; 11:84-95;
26:176-191; 29:36-41. Solomon power 2:102; and Queen 27:15-42;
34:12. his horses 38:30-40. letter from 27:30. messenger-envoy
Muhammad 7:157. Moses 19:51. Ishmael 19:54. final envoy: 33:40.
messenger nor envoy 22:52. messengers erred/lapsed human
failings: Muhammad discernment 9:43. almost diverted from
guidance 17:73. withheld decree 33:37. protected from faults 48:2.
prohibitions to please wives 66:1-4. warning to prevent fabrication,
serious punishment 69:44-52. neglected a listener 80:1. guided and
made rich when astray 93:1-11. burden unloaded 94:1-8. Abraham
2:260; 6:75-78. Adam 20:115-121. Jonah 37:139-148; 68:48. Moses
7:143. Solomon 38:32-36. Messengers those who cause discord to
be punished 27:10-11. those who claim equality to God, will be
punished 21:29. Mohd. encouraged to make other rules/ alternative
laws other than Quran/ almost diverted 7:203; 10:15; 11:12; 17:73.
messengers cannot tell when the end will be 79:42-46. Muhammad,
accusations: mad/ poet/ mystic 36:69. well learned but mad 44:14;
52:29-30. poets followed by drifters 26:224. not taught poetry/ not
poet 36:69; 69:41. crazy poet/ possessed 37:36. learned but mad
44:14. accused of being foolish/ deranged 81:22. wants to enchant/
divert you 21:3: 34:43. fabricated it 32:3. hallucinates/ is poet 21:5.
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shall we abandon our leaders for the sake of crazy poet 37:36.
possessed 15:5. enemies permitted to conspire. 6:112. a witness
33:45. ridiculed 25:41. Mohd. not fanatical 34:46. accused of writing
revelation 29:48. See Muhammad, Quran.
monasticism See hermitism.
Moses summoned to meet God 2:51. people worshiped calf 2:54.
people demand to see God 2:55, 4:153. sacrifice of heifer 2:67-71.
communicates with God 4:164 people conceal message 6:91. takes
message to Firawn 7:103-129. plagues 7:130-135. in God's presence
7:142; 17:1-2. worshipping the calf 7:148-158. learns lessons 18:6082. cast into river 20:38-40. prepared for mission 20:41. on the
mount 27:12. 28:32. kills a man 28:15-21. appointed messenger
28:29-35. arrives in Midyan 28:22-25. marries 28:26-28. speech
impediment 28:13. Firawn: owner of the Misr with flowing rivers
43:51. persecution: slaying sons, defiling daughters 2:49. tests
Moses 7:103-141; 10:75-97. contrition 10:90. followed 11:97; 14:6;
17:101-104; 20:24-37. calls magicians against Moses 43-76; 23:4650; 26:11-68. divided people 28:38; 29:39; 38:12; 40:23-38; 43:4656; 44:17-33; 50:13, 51:38-56; 54:41-42; 66:11-12; 69:9; 73:15-19,
16; 79:17-26; 85:18; 89:10. Aaron, messenger. 2:248; 4:163; 6:84;
7:122, 142; 10:75; 19:28, 53; 20:30, 70, 90, 92; 21:48; 23:45; 25:35;
26:13, 48; 28:34; 37:114, 120. See messengers.
Muhammad praiseworthy 3:144; 33:40; 47:1. 48:29. messenger
made wealthy 93:8. ahmed praised 61:6. not appointed as advocate
or guide 6:107. guidance same brought as previous messengers
46:9. excellent example/ role model 33:21. God and malaika fulfil
commitments to messenger 33:56. wives status as role models 33:30.
Messenger (obey messenger is to obey message) 3:132; 4:59; 4:69;
5:92; 8:1; 8:20; 24;47; 24:54; 33:33; 49:14. accused of being
Illiterate, 25:5; 29:48. sole mission delivery of message 3:20; 5:92;
5:99; 13:40; 16:35; 16:82; 24:54; 29:18; 36:17; 38:70; 42:48; 64:12.
remind with Quran 50:45. messenger, no power, only follows what is
revealed by inspiration 6:50. Quran inspired to messenger/ teach to
whomever it reaches 6:19. obey God, obey messenger 3:32; 3:132;
4:13; 4:59; 4:69; 4:80; 5:92; 8:11; 8:20; 8:46; 9:71; 24:52; 24:54;
24:56; 33:33; 33:66; 33:71; 47:33; 48:17; 49:14; 58:13; 64:12. who
obeys messenger, obeys God 4:80. no power 7:188. cannot guide
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28:56. rejects authority other than God 6:19. possesses no treasures
from God 6:50. deliver complete message teach what is revealed
43:43. checks to ensure messengers deliver without error and in full
5:67; 72:27-28. a warner 32:3; 34:44; to warn people who received
no warner 36:6. declaration: my people have abandoned the Quran.
25:30. to teach in your language 14:11. no warner before Mohd.
28:46; 32:3; 34:44. prominent man expected instead of Mohd.
43:31. witness Mohd. not a witness 28:46. God sufficient as witness
4:79; 13:43; 63:1. human like you 14:11; 17:93; 41:6; 18:110. eats
food/ walks markets 21:3; 25:7-8; 45:6; 48:2; 68:48; 80:1; 93:7; 94:2.
ate food 25:20. messengers were husbands with wives and children
13:38. withheld God's decree -marriage to Zaid's ex-wife 33:37.
stopped from idol worship 40:66. ignored blind man 80:1. trust with
wives 66:1-4. only his righteous orders to be obeyed 60:12. life would
painfully terminated if fabricated anything 69:46. tormented and
blamed due to rejection 18:6. fears penalty if disobeyed 6:15.
distressed at rejection 18:6; 26:3. guide, cannot 28:56. no miracles
no power to harm or benefit 7:188. no miracles 17:90-96; 29:50-51.
cannot tell future 6:50. messengers cannot tell when the end will be
79:42-46. to follow Abraham 3:95; 16:123. says people have deserted
the Quran 25:30-31. messenger-envoy 7:157; 22:52. final envoy
33:40. human failings severe punishment if fabricated anything
Muhammad discernment 9:43. almost diverted from guidance
17:73. withheld decree 33:37. protected from faults 48:2.
prohibitions to please wives 66:1-4. warning to prevent fabrication,
serious punishment 69:44-52. neglected a listener 80:1. guided and
made rich when astray 93:1-11. burden unloaded 94:1-8. Mohd.
encouraged to make other rules/ alternative laws other than
Quran/ almost diverted 7:203; 9:43; 10:15; 11:12; 17:73.
accusations mad/ poet/ mystic 36:69. mocked 37:12. well learned
but mad 44:14; 51;12; 52:29-30. poets followed by drifters 26:224.
not taught poetry/ not poet 36:69; 69:41. mystic 69:42. fanatical man
17:46. crazy poet/ possessed 37:36. learned but mad 44:14. accused
of being foolish/ deranged 81:22. wants to enchant/ divert you 21:3:
34:43. fabricated it 32:3. hallucinates/ is poet 21:5. shall we abandon
our leaders for the sake of crazy poet 37:36. possessed 15:5. enemies
permitted to conspire. 6:112. a witness 33:45. ridiculed 25:41.
Mohd. not fanatical 34:46. accused of writing revelation 29:48. Quran
alone followed 6:50; 7:203; 10:15; 17:46; 46:9. See messengers.
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mu'mins see believers.
murder no believer kills another believer 4:92. killing a mu'min,
most serious crime of murder 4:94. make sure all killing is justified
4:94. killing of children forbidden 17:31. children 6:137-140.
unjust killing forbidden 17:33. gynocide for which crime are baby
girls killed? 81:8-9. See also family, justice and truth.
mushrik/mushrikeen. See treason
muslims/Muslims 28:53. See believers.
mysticism Muhammad was not a mystic 52:29. See hermitism.
natural world heaven and earth 32:5; 70:4; 41:9--12. Earth 2:29;
20:4. Heavens 7:54; 10:3; 11:7; 25:59; 32:4; 50:38; 57:4; 79:27-31;
91:5-10. Sequence of creations 79:27-33. purpose 3:191; 21:16;
67:2 & footnotes to 7:201; 16:106. universe expansion/implosion
21:104; 51:47; 69:15. formation/ composition creation initiated
21:30; gaseous start 41:11. universe 2:29; seven layers 23:17. no
flaw 67:3. sun/ moon 71:15-16. sun blazing lamp 78:12; 65:12;
heaven/ earth & everything in between 20:6; 25:59; 32:40; 21:16;
44:7, 38; 78:37; 15:85; 46:3; 43:85. sky 13:2; 50:6; 31:10; 55:7;
22:65. sustainer of the heavens & earth 23:86; signs for people
45:13. sun/ moon for calculations 55:5. sun/ moon pursue their
courses to serve 14:33; 36:39; 16:12. stars/ landmarks for
navigation 6:97; 16:16. sun/ stars/ moon for calculating 10:5. sun a
lamp/ moon a light 25:61. shooting stars 37:10. God is light of the
heavens and the earth 24:35. sun/ moon in orbit 21:33; 36:40.
sequence of day & night 7:54; 36:37; 31:29; 39:5. sun/ moon
subject to fixed term 13:2; 31:29; 35:13; 39:5. sun follow specific
course 36:38. expanding universe 51:47. space conquest 55:33;
15:14-15. animals/ vegetation fruits for sustenance 2:22. fruits
sexual reproduction 6:95, 99; 13:3; 16:10-11; 20:53; 22:5; 24:45;
50:9-11. variations in vegetation 14:4. livestock 16:5-8. constitution
of milk 16:66. animal communities bees 16:68-69. spiders 29:41.
birds 16:79. nature earth balanced/ habitable/ everything in exact
measure/ rain 15:19-21; 20:53-54. mountains/ balance between
seas/ salt/fresh water 25:53; 27:61; 35:12; 55:19-22. earth's
shape/ water cycle 79:30-33. wind/ clouds/ revive land 35:9; 30:48;
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7:57; 25:48-49. rivers/ sea/ rain 13:17; 67:30; 39:21; 36:34; 56:6870. sea 16:14; 31:31; 55:24; 36:41-44. earth's surface 71:19-20;
51:48; 88:19-20. mountains stabilisers 78:6-7; 79:23; 31:10;
16:15; 21:31. altitude 6:125. electricity in atmosphere/ clouds/
hailstorms 13:12-13; 24:43; shadows/ shade 16:48; 16:81; 25:4546. reproduction humans 23:13; 53:45-46. 71:14; 82:6-8. male/
female/ fertilising sperm 75:37-39; 86:6-7; 32:8-9; 77:20; 76:2.
embryo 22:5; 23:14; 40:67. birth/ life 35:11. menstruation 2:222223. universe, the end- only God knows/ Mohd. not in control
7:187. how long people live 10:45, 49; 12:107; 16:61, 77. the cave
dwellers 18:21, 20:15; 22:1, 7, 55; 25:11; 30:12, 14, 55; 31:34;
33:63; 34:3, 30; 40:46, 59; 41:50; 42:17, 18; 43:61, 66, 85; 45:27,
32; 46:35; 47:18; 54:1, 46; 79:42.
opinions gossip, do not 49:11. see ego, hadith.
oppression see insurrection.
orphans 2:83, 177, 215. upbringing of 2:220. property of/ marriage
of 4:2-6. entitlement to your inheritance 4:8. unjust treatment
condemned 4:10. care/ justice for 4:36, 127; 6:152. entitlement to
war spoils 8:41, 59:7. money of 17:34. quality food for 76:8; 89:1719; justice for related 90:15; 93:9; 107:2. rights: sharing property
2:220. handing over property/ witnessing handover/ don't consume
property illicitly/ marriage of/ provide for them 4:2-6. give from
your inheritance 4:8. unjust use of property 4:10. Treat them justly
4:127. don't take money except for their good 6:152; 17:34. spoils of
war/ social welfare 59:7. give food of equal quality as yours 76:8.
look after orphan's rights 89:17-20; 90:15; 93:6-9; 107:2. Moses
witnesses orphans' treasure 18:82. adopted children's status 33:5.
See family.
pardon Pardoner and Protector (Arabic: afuwwun-ghafur). 2:52,
2:58; 4:66; 22:60; 58:2.
parents, ancestors blind following of 2:170; 5:104. blamed, doing
what God commanded, 7:28. religion defended 7:70-71. cannot
blame 7:173. divert form 10:78. worship, Saleh forbids 11:62.
religion, Shu'aib forbids 11:87: blind following of 11:109. following
inventions of 12:40. blind serving of authorities 14:10. of Abraham,
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their worship 21:53-54. insistence in worship idols of 26:74-76.
follow only what worshiped by, 31:21. no desire to change from
religion of 34:43. tradition of 43:22-23. follow conjecture 53:23.
parents honour God, better than 2:200. appreciate God and parents
31:14. honour 2:83. honour parents second only to God 2:200;
2:236; 65:7. will to benefit 2:180. give priority financial support to
2:215. care for 4:1, 36. honour, treat kindly 6:151. suffered hardship
7:95. don't ally with disbelieving 9:23-24. raised in status by Joseph
12:99-101. in paradise with children 13:23; 40:8. supplication for
14:41, 46:15. honour/ don't speak harshly to 17:23-28. honour 29:8.
children ungrateful to 46:17. honour father, ancestors, forefathers,
followed in footsteps of 2:133, 170, 5:104; 6:74, 91, 148. Adam 7:27.
commanded by God 7:28, 7:173. abandon their way 7:70. don't ally
with 9:23, 24. Abraham 19:42-45, 26:70, 37:85. religion of 43:2229. asks for father's protection 9:114, 26:86, 60:4. diverted from
10:78. prevented from what worshiped by 11:62, 87. abandoned
what they worshiped 11:109. Joseph followed 12:38. in paradise
with 13:23. repelled from what they serve 14:10. blame God 16:35.
given promises 23:83. only followed 31:21. father of sons, not
praiseworthy to be 33:40. diverted from belief 34:43. ancestors
resurrected 37:17. astray 37:69. bring back 44:36; 56:48. do not
befriend disbelieving 58:22. flee from 80:35. mother
divorced/nursing, with children, must not be harmed/ 2:233.
honour your 31:14, 46:15. messenger's wives like 33:6. See family.
people, races 4:1; 30:22; 49:13.
pharaoh (Firawn): see Moses/Firawn.
pleasures of the world 3:14, 91. hoarding 9:34.
poets, poetry 21:5. followed by drifters 26:224. messenger not
taught 36:69. 37:36; 52:30. not words of a poet 69:41.
polygamy, polyandry see marriage.
priests, preachers fleece people 9:34. 5:44; 5:63; 5:82. Firawn's
10:83. share in harvest 6:136. See hermitism.
property illicit gains forbidden 2:188; 4:29-50.
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protection Pardoner and Protector: (Arabic: afuwwun-ghafur). 2:52,
2:58; 4:66; 22:60; 58:2.
purify (Arabic: zakaa) 2:83; 2:129; 2:151; 2:277; 9:102-3. better in
purity 18:81. kindness & purity 19:13. in character 19:19; 19:31;
22:78; 24:21. his Self 35:18; 58:12-13. would you not 79:17-18.
successful 91:7-9.
Quran seek refuge in God when reciting 16:98. God's consistent
source opposed to conflicting sources 39:29. benefits to study at
dawn 17:78-79. no other book of law 6:114. covenant with God
5:12. greatest testimony 6:19. accurate history 12:3. alone, when
accountability to God mentioned in 17:46. those who know part of it
turn away book 3:23. Arabic 12:2. pure, clear 16:103; 20:113;
26:198-199. authored by God 10:37. easy in your language 19:97.
clear commandments 45:17. act in accordance with this guide
53:26:27. mankind message for all 22:25. pledge to uphold Quran is
pledge to God 48:10. those who apply have nothing to fear 6:48.
challenge without discrepancy 4:82. to produce one verse 2:23-24;
10:38; 11:13; 17:88-89. challenge, inimitable book 17:88. changes
wanted by people 10:15. clear, makes things 15:1; 27:1-7; 36:69.
complete message teach what is revealed 43:43. checks to ensure
messengers deliver without error and in full 5:67; 72:27-28.
completed deen Islam 5:3. compiled, explained by God 75:16-17.
confirms supersedes previous scripture/ rule according to it/ do not
follow those who differ/ 5:46; 5:48. crookedness or ambiguity,
none 39:28. deserted by people 25:30. detailed 6:114; 16:89; 17:89.
detailed nothing left out 6:38; 7:52; 6:115. disbelievers argue
against it 34:31. discrepancies, none 4:82. disbelievers distort it
41:26. disbelievers do not submit 84:21. Quran as arbitrator/good
counsel/ intercessor/ mediator (Arabic: shafeeh), 10:57; 16:69;
17:82; 41:44. examples all kind 17:41; 17:89; 39:27. 18:54, 30:58,
39:27. explained everything 16:89. examples in, of accursed people
who divide 17:60. exceptional guidance 76:23. explained, revealed
and compiled 75:16-19. follow it 75:18. God teaches 55:2. guidance
follow it 30:57. guiding law 28:85. hadith, this is not fabricated
12:111. hadith, this is the best 39:23. haste, do not 20:114.
honourable 56:7. honourable/ protected 56:77-18; 85:21-22. do
they have another book: 42:31. falsehood, none can enter it 41:42.
knowledge for the 41:3. listen and heed 7:204. matters in light of
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5:101. mountains would crumble 59:21. crookedness none 39:28:
41:44. not sincere in understanding 47:24. partially accepted 15:91.
disbelievers, persistent 13:31. profess belief, but apply other laws
4:60. profound 15:87, 50:1; 72:1. recitation witnessed by God 10:61.
reliable, truthful 5:3. reminder 54:17, 22, 32, 40; 38:1. remind with
50:45; 15:9. teach with 43;43. revealed during intense period 2:185.
revealed not to cause distress 20:2. same pledges in Taurah and
Injeel 9:111. settles issues 27:76. some will not believe 13:31. study
it 73:20. reflect on guidance 17:79. sufficient words in 18:109.
teach whomever it reaches/ testify to this authority 6:19. warnings
all kinds 20:113. wisdom, full of 36:2. hold fast to this guidance
3:103. rejected guidance and upheld opinions 34:53. disputesdecision rests with God 42:10. follow laws never decreed by God
42:21. ignorant reject God's guidance 46:23. evil people substitute
other commands in place of God's decree 7:162. Other verses:
9:111, 17:45, 106; 25:32; 2 27:92; 46:29; 73:4; 75:18. those who
accept partially condemned 15:90-93. Mohd. encouraged to make
other rules/ alternative laws other than Quran/ almost diverted/
asked to make up other laws/ change it 7:203; 10:15; 11:12. invent
something else 17:73. severely punished if fabricated 69:38:47.
rejecters tried to prevent message 48:25. abrogation guidance
replaced 2:106. prohibitions revoked 3:50. previous scriptures
confirmed and superseded 5:48. restrictions uplifted 6:146. new
guidance 16:101. sabath disputed 16:124. No change in God's law
6:34, 115; 10:64; 18:27; 33:62. Muhammad cannot change Quran
10:15. brought nothing new in the message 46:9. Arabic that you
may understand 12:2. lessons in, don't agree to their wishes 13:37.
pure 16:103. all kinds of warnings in 20:113. clear, 26:195, 198, 199.
no crookedness or ambiguity 39:28; 41:3, 44; 42:7; 43:3; 46:12.
language, reading easy 19:97. revelation/ guidance/ scripture
confirms previous scripture 2:89, 5:48. reveal decrees previously
concealed 5:15. those who do not rule according to it are
disbelievers 5:48. nothing left out 6:38. fully detailed 6:114; 7:52;
12:111. God's law, don't take any other 6:114. nothing abrogates His
words 6:115. messenger followed it 10:15. rejected without study
10:39. enlightenment, healing, mercy 10:57. no other source equal
18:27. produce one verse 2:23, confirms previous scriptures 2:97;
3:3. scriptures abuse of 2:75; 4:46; 5:13, 5:41. disbelievers try to
prevent and frustrate message 48:25. Quran expected through a
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prominent man 43:31; 60:2. Quran alone followed by messenger
6:50; 6:106; 7:3; 7:203; 10:15; 17:46; 46:9. obedience an obligation
24:53. See Arabic.
rebellion see insurrection.
redemption remit wrongs for followers of God's guidance 3:193195; 4:31; 5:12, 65; 8:29; 29:7; 39:35; 48:5; 64:9; 65:5; 66:8.
refugees/ righteous look after 2:177. give share from spoils of war
8:41; 59:7. take care of 2:215; 4:36; 17:26; 30:38.
religions/ sects: forbidden 6:159. do not divide into sects 21:92;
27:45; 30:32: 42:14. factions 23:52-55. disbelievers think they are
believers 12:106; 13:16; 23:84-90; 29:61-62; 31:25-26; 39:39;
43:87; 29:61; liars 23:84-90; 39:38. those who divide 15:88-96. due
to jealousy 42:14. one community splintered to confusion 23:51-54.
rejected guidance and upheld opinions 34:53. follow laws never
decreed by God 42:21. ignorant reject God's guidance 46:23. evil
people substitute other commands in place of God's decree 7:162.
those who divide communities condemned 15:90-93. Uphold DeenIslam, same Deen as revealed to previous messengers 42:13-14.
balanced 2:143. single community 23:51-55. hold fast to this
guidance 3:103. be as one community 21:92 disputes -decision
rests with God 42:10. follow God's revealed guidance, not
authorities to rank with Him 30:31. rejoice in false doctrines 40:75.
open your hearts 57:16. resolve disputes with guidance from Quran
4:59, 65. Quranic guidance God's path 6:153. Quran provides
direction for what people dispute 16:64. Aaron fears accusation of
dividing people 20:94. muslims a united community 23:52.
mankind single community/ guidance (Quran) to judge difference
2:213. Hold fast to this guidance - do not be divided 3:103. do not
dispute and divide 3:105. those who divide communities will be
dealt with 15:90-91.
repentance (Arabic: tauba). 4:17. Contrition at death not accepted
4:18. accepted from believers 9:104. God provides protection for
those who exceed the limits of guidance 39:53; 66:8. See contrition.
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resurrection those who deny 6:29, 6:36. like sleep 6:60. Iblees
respite period 7:14; 15:36; 38:79. fabricated authorities unaware
16:21. rejected 6:38. questioned 17:49, 98; 23:37, 82; 36:52; 56:47;
64:7; 72:7; 83:1-6. cave believers 18:12-19. of Jesus 19:33. doubtful
22:5-7. raised 23:16. a barrier 23:100. Abraham implores 26:84-87.
people fail to recognise 27:65. of all the same as one 31:28. seen as
a fantasy 37:16. Jonah in the whale 37:144. everything recorded
58:6. Day, disbelieves swear they are right 58:18. 72:7; 83:4.
righteousness defined 2:177. as one 49:10. Respectability 2:189.
righteous avoid gross offences 42:37-43. succeed/ flourish in this
life and hereafter 4:100; 10:63-64; 10:103; 16:41; 16:97. anyone
who follows guidance will not suffer or go astray 20:123.
guaranteed victory 30:47; 30:47. nothing to fear 6:48. enjoyment in
this life and future 10:63-64. will flourish on earth 24:55. ultimate
victors 3:139. success 10:103. those who do good already honoured
and don't need intercessors 21:28. recompense in this life and even
better reward in the life to come 12:57. muslim first described by
Abraham 22:78. muslims/mu'mins 49:14; 66:4. respectability
2:189. righteous (mutaqeen). 2:2; 2:177. avoid gross offences and
depravity 42:37. believers in no fear of injustice 20:112. a believer
among Firawn's people 40:28. when two believing groups dispute
49:9. disbelievers think they are believers: See disbelievers,
righteousness, sects, shafeeh. believers follow guidance and face
persecution 28:57. open their hearts 57:10.
rituals prohibited: 2:177; 4:119. superstitious rituals 5:103.
ruh (Directive energy): 4:171; 15:29; 17:85; 19:17; 21:91; 32:9;
38:72; 66:12. Ruh-il-Qudus (Sacred Energy): to Jesus 2:87; 2:253;
5:110; 16:102; 19:17. Ruh-ul-Amin 26:193. See Gabriel & Malaika.
sacrifice, human: forbidden 37:99-113. sacrifice: animal. See food.
salamun alaikum see greeting.
Sanctioned Submissions focus on 2:144-152. don't go beyond 2:191.
uphold 2:196. belief in 2:217. repelling others from 8:34; 22:25.
treaty/ acceptance of 9:7. challenge of 9:19. polluted minds cannot
accept 9:28. simulated, do not accept 9:107.
participate in
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trustworthy/ truthful/ safeguarded/ truthful 9:108. Moses
endeavours on the fringes of 17:1. some barred from/ tried to
frustrate message 48:25; 60:2.
satan/shaitan (iblees) the egotistic Self. no power over anyone.
6:77; 7:17; 14:22; 15:42; 16:98-100; 17:61-65. Drifter: see footnote
to verse 15:42. Also see Self, the.
sawm see Self-restraint
science see natural world.
sects see religions.
Self, the conscience & instinct infused 7:172; 30:30. development
1:5. purpose of life 67:2; 51:56. rejecters deceive 2:9. not burdened
2:286. recovery from harm 3:135-136; 4:110. evolution/
development/ trial 4:1; 6:42; 21:111; 23:102. evolves through good
works 11:7. has intense potential 76:2. advance through adversity
94:5. weak Self departs undeveloped/ damaged because impressed
with money and children 9:85; 10:8; 23:103. people cheat their Self
57:14; 58:19. people blame everyone but their Self 75:2. will face
challenges 3:185. responsible for own/ does not bear the wrongs of
others 4:84; 6:164; 35:18; 39:7; 53:38. wrongdoers idolise their
own 4:118-9. distressed for disregarding guidance 39:56. death of
disbelieving 6:93-94; 6:158. death of believing Self painless 79:2.
everyone knows what it sends forth 81:14; 82:5. rewarded by the
measure of effort 6:164; 20:15. suffers no injustice 20:47; 40:17;
45:22. no egotistic can impart guidance such as this 26:210.
negative Self egotistic Self (Iblees) became a jinn 18:50.
(iblees/shaitan) divisions harmful/ avoid bad influence 7:19-20;
24:21. don't give in to base desires 36:30. own ego as authority
instead of God 7:30; 26:92-104. lost and lifestyles caused their
downfall 7:53. ego enchants with easy gains 7:200; 10:23. egotistic
misleads many 36:62. be firm with 8:45. Iblis refuse to submit 7:1125; 15:31; 17:61-65; 38:71-88. seek refuge from your egotistic
16:98. lured with a bad idea? seek refuge in God 41:36. regrets
giving in to temptation 43:3839; 47:25. egotistic -most ardent
enemy 17:53: 35:6. makes victims and betrays 25:29 Job's ego
caused him hardship 38:41. ego idolised 4:117. ego rival to God
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18:50; 25:43. ego as authority 45:23. in conflict 20:123.
ego/property 18:32-41. Self/ ego to rival God
Self-restraint (sawm) 2:183-187, 196,197; 5:89, 95. Zacharia 19:10.
Mary, regarding an event 19:26. before resuming sexual relations
58:4.
sex, enjoyment 2:187; 2:223. during menstruation forbidden 2:222225. cleanliness after 4:43. Sexual immorality/ obscenities
forbidden 4:15-16. bathe after/ be clean before commencing
commitments 4:43; 5:6. wives do not estrange as mothers 58:2-6.
with women on whom you have a right 23:6; 70:30. forbidden with
4:25. maintain integrity 23:5, subdue eyes 30-31; 65:1; 70-29. See
accusation. genital mutilation see footnote to 40:64. incest:
forbidden: 4:23. prostitution do not force women 24:33. muta
(temporary marriage) see footnote to 65:1.
homosexuality
forbidden 7:80-84; 11:77; 26:160-175; 27:54-58; 27:29. Adultery/
fornication/ Illicit sex/ immorality: (Arabic: zinna) 4:15-19; 17:32;
25:68; 60:12. committing excesses (Arabic: safaha). lacking selfcontrol/ self-restraint, intemperate, infidelity. 2:130; 4:19.
shafeeh (to look after the interest of another/ intercessor) a day
with no intercessors 2:48. no nepotism 2:254-255, no protector
6:51, 70, 94. no one to intercede 7:53. everything according to God's
ordinance 10:3; 20:109. intercession of those honoured 74:48;
79:48. intercession: those who do good already honoured and don't
need intercession 21:25-29; 34:23; 39:44. heaven a right for those
who do good 19:87; 25:70; 27:87. no authority can 43:86. malaika
cannot 53:26. believers in no fear of injustice 20:112.
shaitan (Satan): the egotistic Self: see Self, the.
shirk see treason.
sin, original sin negated. each person responsible for own crimes
11:35. no Self bears the wrongs of another self 35:18. each
responsible for his own reckoning 6:52. each community
responsible for they earn 2:134. disbelievers lie when they say they
will take your sins 29:12.
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slavery, slaves atone by freeing slaves 4:92; 5:89; 58:3-4. free slaves
2:177; 9.60; 90:13. slaves, dealing with murder 2:178. Marriage to
slaves 2:25; comparison to 16:25. children of Israel 23:47.
social welfare priority 2:3. cannot attain honour without 3:92.
ultimately for your own good 2:272. privileged should spend 24:22.
spending in the cause of God, 2:261-266. spend from disposable
income 2:54. an investment 2:261. do not pick inferior goods 2:267.
for your own good 2:272-274. portion of income for destitute
51:19. look after parents, family first 42:23. public or private
spending 2:270-274; 13:22; 14:31; 35:29. pick from possessions
you love 3:92. spend in hardship and in prosperity 3:134. spend of
God's provisions to you 8:30. spenders deserve twice the reward
28:54. disbelievers say it is God who should feed the poor 36:47.
welfare state creation 42:38. spend before death approaches 63:10.
don't be miserly or extravagant 17:29; 25:67. spending protect your
Self from miserliness 64:16. disregards social duties 107:3. reject
contributions from those who deal in evil 9:53-54; 47:37. See
beggars, spending.
spending extravagance 3:117; 17:27-30. don't be miserly or
extravagant 17:29. See social welfare.
stone worship 26:71; 37:91. statues not necessarily idolatry 34:13.
submit (Arabic: sujud). enter the gate in submission 2:58; 4:154;
17:161. knowledgeable submit when they hear the Quran 17:107.
analogy of planets submitting to Joseph 12:4. malaika commanded
to 2:34; 7:11-12; 15:29; 17:61; 18:50; 20:116.
successor (Arabic: khalifa) on earth. 2:30; 35:39. night and day to
each other. 25:62. day and night succeed one another. 2:164. Aaron,
to succeed Moses 7:142. successors in the land. 10:14. other people
will succeed you. 11:57. God made you successors 7:69. See
evolution.
superstition black magic condemned 2:102; 10:77; 20:69.
system (Arabic: bayt) system, plan, scheme, way. God's System
2:125, 2:127. system in Bacca 3:96. ways to leave your system 8:5.
plan 12:23. scheme 17:93. Abraham to purify 22:26. way of
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(upbringing) 28:12. Spider's system 29:41. peoples 33:33. in heaven
66:11. Noah 71:28 See also: fulk (ship/boat) 22:65. See God, deen,
house.
tolerance treat each other well 17:53. debate in best manner/ our
God/ your God same 29:46; 42:37; invite with wisdom/ debate in best
manner 16:125. remain steadfast/ disregard opposition in kind
manner 73:10. don't berate other beliefs 6:108. racism, no basis 49:13.
equality, men & women 4:124; 9:72; 33:35; 33:73. freedom of belief
18:29; 25:63. don't say you are not a believer to one who offers peace
4:94. show leniency 45:14. to you your way 109:6. only God can call to
account 13:40. be sure before you strike 4:94. 17:33. forgive, advocate
tolerance 7:199. those who believe and then disbelieve 3:90; 4:137.
respond to make friends of your enemies 41:34. respond with peace
8:61. friendship with disbelievers 60:8. no compulsion in Deen-Islam
2:256; 4:137; 63:3. disregard opposition win kind manner 73:10. kind
words better than insult 2:263. treat all people amicably 2:83.
wronged, better to pardon 42:40-43; anger, righteous seek protection
42:37-43. suppress anger 3:134. speaking profanities forbidden 4:148;
49:11. equality of men women, equal rewards 3:195; 4:32-34;
6:132; 16:97; 33:35, 59. See friends.
treason/ treachery (Arabic: shirk, treachery, high treason. mushrik,
one who commits high treason. mushrikeen plural). 2:22; 2:105; 6:22;
3:186; 16:73; 17:39; 18:110; 23:59; 46:21; 47:19; 51:51; 72:20; 73:9;
98:1. Abraham never committed shirk 6:161. forbidden 13:36. diverts
people 14:30. heinous crime 22:62. rejecters 23:117. Firawn, a rival
26:29. none to rival God 29:98. parents set up 31:14. a warning 38:65.
In war/ hostilities 9:1-15, 36. those who seek other books of law
6:114. believers must not ask protection for 9:113. God will judge
22:17. Other verses 4:116; 4:48.
usury economic oppression. and evil/profit permitted/ profiteering
condemned 2:275-276. refrain but may keep previous earnings
2:278-279. allow debtors time 2:280. profiteering/ exploitation
condemned 3:130; 4:161; 30:39. See also 11:85; 17:35.
wages/money pay on time 6:141. money and children 8:28. priests
fleece people 9:34. messengers not after people's money 34:47.
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war battles messenger's effort 59:6. battle of Badr 3:121-129.
Hunayn defeat/ victory 9:25-26. mistreatment of those who stay at
home 47:22. believers fewer in number/ greater in power 8:64-66.
champion for oppressed 4:75-76. fight against tyranny and evil/ risk
this world/ disbelievers fight for tyranny 4:74-78. enemies don't
befriend 5:57; 58:14; 60:1-2; 60:13. believers ultimate victors 3:13.
exempt from fighting 48:17. fight injustice & defend until victorious
42:39. against oppression 8:39. Great challenge/ repentance/
protection for enemy/treaty violations/ traitors 9:1-15. during
restricted months 9:30. military hardware 21:79-82. lessons for
wicked 8:58. precautions 4:101-106. kill disbelievers/ tested in war/
sacrifice not wasted 47:4. do not evict 2:83-88. Kill/ evict those who
wage war 2:191-193. Do not aggress/ war against aggressors 2:190194. retaliate when war is waged 8:16-19. against profiteers 2:278281. marriage with woman refugees/ captives 4:24; 33:50; 60:10.
support, Arabs 9:120. daughters in war 43:18. martyrdom: 2:154;
3:131-141, 3:169-171; 4:75-78; 9:47-54; 57:19; 22:57-60. pursue
peace without surrender 47:35. prisoners 8:70; 47:4. precautions
4:101-106. Saul as leader 2:246-252. victims who are believers 4:92.
Jews 5:41; 5:64. disbelievers poor examples 3:151-157. spoils 3:161;
8:1; 8:41; 59:7-9. study, research in times of conflict 9:122.
permission to fight war 22:38-40. be sure before you strike 4:94.
17:33. zero Tolerance 3:158; 4:75; 8:58; 9:1-15; 9:73; 47:35.
reconcile believers who fight each other 49:9. broken oaths/ treaties
9:12. dispute between believers when two believing groups dispute
49:9. don't ally with disbelievers unless forced 3:28. permission
granted for war 4:89-91; 22:39-40. aggression prohibited 2:190.
war reparation 42:41.
will make a, for benefit of parents and relatives 2:180. for a wife
2:240. in absence 4:11-12. 4:176; 5:106. inheritance: for orphan's
4:6. for women 4:7. unlawful inheritance 4:19; 89:15-26. General
4:11-14; 4:33; 4:176.
witness be truthful witnesses 4:135; 5:8. do not bear false witness
22:30. bearing false witness 24:4-10. women witnesses 2:282. a will
5:106-8. each individual is a witness 22:78
witness see justice and truth.
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women 2:221-238; 4:11-15; 4:23; 4:127-129; 33:40-55; 65:1-7. Mary,
mother of Jesus: above all women 3:42. women's rights: 4:19; 4:127128. See also adultery, marriage, Mary, parents.
words generally mistranslated. Correct meanings in brackets:
sadaqat (truth/ sincerity), zakaa (pure) and solaa (commitments) all three appear in verse 58:13. hajj (challenge/ confront) and jadal
(argue/ dispute), both appear in verse 2:197. bayta (system/ order)
and buyat (home), both appear in verse 33:33. afu (pardon/ forgive)
and ghafur (protect), both appear in verse 58:2. nabi (envoy) and
rasul (messenger) both appear in verses 7:157; 22:53. See footnotes
to relevant verses. daraba (set forth/ cite) 2:60; 13:17; 14:24-25;
24:35; 30:28; 47:27; 66:10; 73:20. See also system.
zakaa see purify
zulm

discord,

displacement
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27:11;

35:20;

65:11.
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